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Summary of Provisions of H.R. 1 as Reported by the Senate Committee on

Finance with Respect to Public Assistance and Employment Programs for

Families with Children

INTRODUCTION

On September 26, 1972, the Committee on Finance reported to the Senate

the welfare-social security bill H.R. 1. which had passed the House of

Representatives in June 1971. (The welfare provisions of the House-passed

version of H.R. 1 are summarized in a CRS multilithed report 71-104 ED:

"Welfare Provisions of H.R. 1".) The Senate Finance Committee version of

H.R. 1 represents a substantial modification of the House provisions especially

with respect to family welfare programs. The report on the bill (Senate

Report 92-1230) runs close to, 1300 pages and the reported bill itself is

989 pages long. This report accordingly gives only a summary of the major

provisions together with a listing of some of the other provisions contained

in those titles of the bill which are concerned with welfare and employment

programs for families with children. This report describes the bill as

reported by, the Finance Committee and does not reflect any of the amendments

adopted on the Senate floor.

(H.R. 1 was debated on the Senate floor from September 27, 1972 to

October 6, 1972 and passed the Senate by a vote of 68 to 5. The Senate

adopted a number of significant floor amendments including the elimination

of the guaranteed employment program for family heads described on page 4

of this report and of many of the changes in the AFDC program described on

pages 8 and following and the substitution of a provision calling for the

testing of the approaches to family welfare represented by the House-passed

version of H.R. 1, the Senate Finance Committee version of H.R. 1, and

Amendment Number 1669 to H.R. 1 proposed by Senator Abraham Ribicoff.)
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Maior Elements of Family Programs Under H.R. 1

Both the Senate and the House versions of H.R. 1 differ from present

law by establishing a major new Federal program designed specifically to

assist needy families with children which are headed by employable adults.

The House version provides such assistance in the form of an income

supplement essentially the same as the income supplement for a similarly

needy family which does not include an employable adult coupled with a

requirement that the employable person accept job placement or training

or participate in public service employment. Under the Finance Committee

version of the bill, a family with an employable adult would not be eligible

for an income supplement but would be assisted through programs providing

guaranteed employment and wage supplementation. The new program for families

with employable adults would be Federally administered under both the House

and the Senate Finance Committee versions.

The House version of H.R. 1 also essentially Federalizes the public

assistance programs for families with children and for the aged, blind, and

disabled; the Finance Committee version Federalizes the program for the

aged, blind, and disabled but leaves the family welfare program as State

administered (with, however, a number of changes from existing law).

The House-passed H.R. 1 makes interstate travel to avoid parental

support obligations a Federal crime and makes deserting fathers liable to

the United States for assistance provided to their families. The Finance

Committee version of the bill expands these provisions into a major new

Federal program for enforcing the support obligations of absent parents.
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F milies H aded by an Employab4e Adult

1. Welfar D su lifi nation

Under existing law, a family may receive Federally-shared assistance

payments under the program of Aid to Families with Dependent Children

(AFDC) if its income is below the standard of need established by the

State and if the family includes . child who has been deprived of support

because of the death, absence from the home, or incapacity of a parent.

(In about half the States, assistance is also provided where the child has

been deprived of support because of the unemployment of the father even

though he is present in the home and not incapacitated.) If the family

qulifies for assistance under these criteria but includes an employable

person (e. a non-disabled widow with no preschool children to care for)

then the employable person may be required to accept employment or training

leading to employment, and failure to do so will result in the reduction

of the family's welfare grant 'by the amount of assistance attributable to

the presence in the family of the employable person.

Under the Finance Committee version of I .R. 1, the basic eligibility

requirement for Aid to Families with Dependent Children would continue to

be the presence in the family of a child deprived of the support of a

parent who is dead, absent, or incapacitated, but the States would be re

quired to reduce the assistance payable to such a family by $200 a month

if there is in the family a parent who is employable as defined by the bill.

(The $200 represents the amount which the employable person earns or could

earn under the bill's guaranteed employment program. Also, if the family

has income from sources other than earnings or earnings well above $200 per

month, the State may reduce the assistance grant by more than $200. This

is explained in more detail on pages 10-11 below.)
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Thus, the Finance Committee bill makes a family which is otherwise

eligible for assistance under the AFDC program i eligible to receive its

basic income (i.e. the first $200 per month) from that program if the

family includes an employable parent. A mother in the family would be

considered employable unless she were incapacitated, caring for a child

under age 6 or for an incapacitated family member, too remote from an

employment program to participate, or attending school full-time. A

father in the family would be considered employable unless h: were

incapacitated.

As a result, in a State which provides assistance un4er ADO at a.

rate of $3000 per year ($250 per month) for family of four, a family

which meets the eligibility requiremeats for AFDC but includes a person

defined as employable could:get no more than $50 per month from welfare

on the assumption that the employable peyron can earn, atsleast $200 per

month. (The Finance Committee bi L, however, provides. that in cases where

welfare agencies findthat children are suffering neglect because of the

failure of their mother to participate in the eaploymentprogram established

by the bill, the agencies may. arrange for protective payments to meet the

needs of the children.)

2. Guaranty e Eml yment Program

The Finance Committee version of HR. 1 would guarantee employment

for the head of any family with total annual income under $5600 and monthly

unearned income under $250 which includes at least one child under age 18

(or under age 21 and attending school full-time). This guarantee would

be open to the head of any such family whether or not the family was also

eligible for assistance under the AFDC program ecept that it would not be
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available to heads of household who are full-time students, strikers, or

recipients of unemployment compensation, or who had recently left employ-

ment without good cause or been discharged for cause.

Under the employment guarantee, a family head who cannot be placed in

regular employment paying at least 3/4 of the highest Federal minimum

wage (i.e. $1.20 per hour based on the current $1.60 minimum wage or $1.50

per hour if the minimum wage is increased to $2.00 per hour) would be

guaranteed employment by the Federal government at a rate of pay equal to

3/4 of the minimum wage. The amount of employment guaranteed would be

the amount necessary to yield weekly earnings of $48 or about $200 per

month. At $1.50 per hour this works out to 32 hours per week; at $1.20

per hour it represents 40 hours per week. An individual would be permitted

to combine guaranteed employment with regular employment up to a total of

40 hours per week or, if sufficient guaranteed employment is available, up

to as much as 60 hours per week.

3. Wage Supplement Program

In addition to the guaranteed employment program, the Finance Committee

version of H.R. 1 would establish a wage supplement program applicable to

the heads of families with children if they are working at jobs paying

between 75 percent and 100 percent of the minimum wage. The amount of the

supplement would be equal to 3/4 of the amount by which the actual wage

falls short of the minimum wage. For example, assuming a $2.00 per hour

minimum wage if a family head has a job paying $1.60 per hour, he would

i
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qualify for a supplement of 30 cents per hour or $12 per week on a full-

time basis. (This supplement would not be paid with respect to the Federal

employment made available under the guaranteed employment program.)

4. Work Bonus Program

A third element of the Finance Committee bill's program for families

with an employable person is the work bonus which is a Federal payment

equal to 10 percent of the amount earned in employment covered by social

security or railroad retirement by the heads of families with total incomes

of under $4000. (Above $4000 of income, the work bonus would be reduced

by $1. for every $4 of income so that at $5600 of income the maximum bonus

of $400 [10% of $4000] would be reduced to zero.)

A family head working in regular employment at $1.50 per hour ($3000

per year) would get a work bonus of 15 cents per hour which when added to

his wage supplement of 38 cents per hour would give him total income of

$2.03 per hour or $4060 per year. [The example assumes that the minimum

wage had been increased to $2.00 per hour.]

5. Administration of Program

The guaranteed employment program and the wage supplement program

would each be administered by a newly established Federal agency called

the Work Administration. The agency would be headed by a three-man board

appointed by the President with the advice and consent of the Senate and

would carry out its operations through local offices. The 10 percent work

bonus would be administered by the Internal Revenue Service.
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6. Child Care

Within the Work Administration, there would be a Bureau of Child Care

which would be responsible for arranging child 
care for participants in the

employment program. The bill authorizes $800 million for fiscal 
year 1973

to arrange for and subsidize the cost of child care for employment program

participants and other low-income working 
mothers. The Bureau of Child Care

could also place children in child development programs 
available under

other legislation and make use of mothers participating 
in the guaranteed

employment program to provide child care 
for others. The Bureau of Child

Care would also expand and make available child 
care services for persons

other than those participating in the employment program. 
Such child care

could be provided either directly by the Bureau or 
by contract and would

have to meet certain standards with respect to space, staff, and safety

but would not have to meet State and local licensing 
requirements.

7. Other Elements of the Program

The Work Administration would be authorized under the Finance 
Committee

bill to provide transportation assistance in certain limited 
situations in

order to increase employment opportunities. It could also provide certain

other types of supportive services to program participants. 
Individuals

could also volunteer to undertake job training provided by the 
Work

Administration in lieu of participating in guaranteed 
employment, but those

doing so would receive a somewhat reduced hourly 
payment.

The current law tax credit of 20 percent of the first. year's wages

which is available to employers hiring welfare recipients participating 
in
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the Work Incentive (WIN) program would be continued with certain modifications

as a part of the employment program.

8. Effective Dates

The Work Bonus program would become effective January 1973. The wage

supplement program would start in July 1973, and the guaranteed employment

program would become effective in January 1974.

Aid to Families with Dependent Children

The Finance Committee version of H.R. 1 would continue the program

of Aid to Families with Dependent Children (AFDC) as a State administered

program providing assistance payments to needy families of children who

have been deprived of parental support by reason of the death, incapacity,

or absence from the home of a parent. (The present provision under which

States may at their option provide such assistance to families on the basis

of the unemployment of a non-incapacitated father would be eliminated

effective January 1974 when the guaranteed employment program takes effect).

As noted earlier, States would be required to reduce by $200 the AFDC pay-

ment to any family including an employable parent (such as a non-disabled

mother with no pre-school children to care for). The Finance Committee bill

would also make a number of other changes in the AFDC statute.

1. Funding of Program

At present, the assistance payments which a State makes to AFDC

recipients are matched by the Federal government under a formula in the

I
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law. In general, States receive Federal funding equal to between 50

percent and'83 percent of the amount expended (with the percentage

determined primarily on the basis of State per capita income). The Finance

Committee bill would substitute for this formula matching type of grant

a flat grant based entirely on each State's experience under AFDC in

calendar year 1972. For calender year 1973, the block grant would be an

amount equal to the State's 1972 Federal share plus one-half of the non-

Federal share. (However, no State would receive more than the total amount

of the AFDC payments which would have been made in the State in 1972 if

the State plan provided for payments of $1600 to a family of 2, $2000 to

a family of three, and $2400 to a family of four or more; but in any case

the flat grant for 1973 would be at least 10 percent above the Federal share

for 1972 under current law.)

The flat grant basis for Federal funding of AFDC payments would also

apply to the last six months of 1972 and to the years following 1973.

Starting with 1974, however, the amount of the grant would be reduced to

take account of the families with employable adults who would no longer

be able to receive their basic income from AFDC. (The reduction would be

equal to 10 percentage points less than the percent of AFDC families in

the State which were headed by an individual who would be considered

employable under the bill.) In subsequent years, the amount of the grant

would also be adjusted to reflect changes in the State's population.

Under the flat grant approach of the Finance Committee bill, the

amount of Federal funding a State received for years after 1972 would not

be related to the size of its AFDC caseload nor to its costs. Thus, a

I
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State could actually receive a grant in excess of its total AFDC

expenditures, and any change in State AFDC expenditures up or down

would represent a 100 percent cost or savings to the State.

2. Income Disregard

The Finance Committee bill would substantially modify the requirements

of the AFDC statute with regard to the way in which family income is taken

into account in determining the amount of assistance payable. In general,

present law provides that States must not take into account that amount of

income which is necessary to offset expenses incurred in earning the income;

in addition, States are required to disregard the first $30 of income earned

in a month plus one-third of any earnings above that $30. Effective with

January 1974, the Finance Committee version of H.R. 1 would eliminate both

the work expense disregard and the "$30 and 1/3" disregard and provide instead

that AFDC payments be reduced by the amount of any other income available

to the family except that $20 per month of any kind of income would be

disregarded.

The flat $20 monthly disregard of any kind of income would not, however,

apply to families which include an employable adult. Instead, such families

would have their AFDC payments reduced by $200 per month on the basis of

any earnings level from $0 to $375. In effect, it would be assumed that

the employable member in the family was earning $200 per month (the amount

which could be earned at full time employment in the guaranteed job program

established by the bill), and any earnings above this amount would be

disregarded until.the earnings level reached $375. This special provision
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for treating all earned income from $0 to $375 as $200 would also apply

to AFDC families not including an "employable" person 
if a "non-employable"

family member (e.g. a mother with a child under age 6) elects to participate

in the employment program. (Again, the description assures a $2.00 per

hour minimum wage. If the minimum wage remains at the current level of

$1.60 per hour, welfare agencies would disregard earnings between 
$200

and $300 rather than between $200 and $375.)

An additional disregard to $20 per month of income derived from

support payments from an absent parent would be applicable 
to all AFDC

families without regard to whether or not the family includes an employable

person.

The Finance Committee bill also includes a transitional modification

of the income disregard provisions of present law for 1973, the year 
before

the guaranteed employment program would become effective.

3. Assistance Levels

The Finance Committee version of H.R. 1 would set minimum levels of

assistance for AFDC families as follows: $1600 for a family of 2 persons;

$2000 for a family of three; and $2400 for a family of 4 or more. States

which now have lower assistance levels would not be required to raise 
them,

but other States would not be permitted to lower their assistance levels

below these amounts.

4. Emergency Assistance for Migrant Workers

Under existing law, States are not required to have emergency assistance

programs for families with children, and those that do may exclude from the
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program families of migrant workers or may include them only in certain

areas of the State. The Federal matching for emergency assistance is at a

50 percent rate. The Finance Committee bill would require each State to

establish a Statewide program of emergency assistance for the families of

migrant workers and would raise the Federal matching for such assistance

to 75 percent. (The provisions of present law with respect to emergency

assistance for families other than those of migrant workers would not be

changed by the bill.)

5. Changes in Procedural Provisions of AFDC Program

The Finance Committee bill would make a number of procedural changes

in the Aid to Families with Dependent Children program. The declaration

method of determining eligibility for assistance would be prohibited;

vendor payments for rent to landlords would be permitted under-certain

circumstances; social security numbers would be required in the administration

of welfare programs. In the appeals process, final decisions after hearings

would have to be reached within 30 days after a recipient was notified of

an adverse action and any amounts incorrectly paid would have to be recovered

as overpayments.

6. Eligibility Requirements

The bill would make individuals ineligible for assistance if they refuse

to permit reasonable visits to their homes by caseworkers or if they have

recently disposed of assets for less than full value in order to qualify for

welfare. Alcoholics and addicts would be ineligible for assistance under

i
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the regular welfare programs, but the bill would establish a special

program to provide them rehabilitative services and, in some instances,

assistance payments.

The bill would require a 90 day period of residency in a State before

an individual could receive assistance from that State. However, the

State the individual left would be required to continue assistance payments

for the 90 days. The bill also authorizes States to terminate assistance

to those outside the State for 90 days even if they maintain their official

residence in the State. Also, welfare payments would not be made for

months during which recipients are outside the United States.

7. Other Provisions Related to AFDC

The Finance Committee bill would make a number of other changes in

the AFDC program. The bill would establish a Federal definition of the

term "incapacity" (generally, the same definition as applies to the term

"disability" under the social security program of disability insurance

except for the durational requirements), would prohibit the making of

AFDC payments on the basis of a child not yet born, and would permit the

States to deny assistance in certain cases where eligible siblings are

living in more than one home. Another provision of the Finance Committee

version of H.R. 1 would authorize the States to find that a child is not

deprived of parental support because of the absence from the home of his

father (and is therefore not eligible for AFDC) if there is a substitute

father (whether or not married to the child's mother) who has a continuing

parent-child type relationship with the child as determined according to

criteria in the bill.
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A transitional provision of the bill would reestablish the Community

Work and Training Program for the period prior to the effective date of

the guaranteed employment program (January 1974). Under this program, AFDC

payments can be made to a family in the form of wages paid to an employable

family member who would be required by a local welfare agency to participate

in a public work project meeting certain criteria.

The Committee bill also limits the regulatory authority of the

Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare. It authorizes access to

welfare records by public officials in connection with their official

duties. The bill provides that overpayments will constitute an obligation

of the United States which, if not collected through ordinary procedures,

may be withheld from amounts becoming due to the overpaid person from the

United States (such as social security benefits or tax refunds). Other

provisions permit State welfare agency to charge for furnishing policy

materials to the public, provide for 50 percent Federal funding of the

costs of prosecuting welfare fraud, specifically authorize the States to

administer their cash assistance and social services programs either

separately or jointly, and permit the Secretary of Health, Education, and

Welfare to waive the requirement of Statewideness with respect to social

services. In addition, the Finance Committee bill provides for criminal

penalties of up to $10,000 in fines and up to 5 years imprisonment for

welfare employees found guilty of various offenses in connection with their

official duties.
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Child Support

1. Support CpllectionSystef

The Finance Comm4ttee version of H.R. 1 would establish an essentially

new system for the collection of support payments owed to families on

welfare by absent parents. The basic responsibility for the operation of

this system would be vested in the Attorney General of the United States

although he would delegate his duties to those States (or local governments)

which he found to have effective support collection systems.

States would have an incentive to establish such systems since the

bill provides 75 percent Federal matching of the costs involved and since

the failure of the State to have an effective system would result in the

Federal government (rather than the State) keeping any welfare saving which

result from support collections.

Under the new system, a woman applying for AFDC for herself and her

children would be required as a condition of eligibility for assistance to

assign to the Attorney General her rights (and the rights of the children)

to support payments. She would also be required to cooperate in establishing

the paternity of the children and in collecting the support due them. The

Attorney General (or the State or local government acting as his delegate)

would then proceed to locate the absent parent, establish the fact of

paternity, and collect support payments. The Finance Committee bill envisions

the use of voluntary agreements as a primary method of actually collecting

support from the absent fathers, but the Federal government and the States

could also obtain court orders and use all other means of obtaining the

support payments including the use of the tax collection mechanism of the

Internal Revenue Service.

I
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2. Sanctions for Nonsupport

The Finance Committee version of H.R. 1 would make an absent parent

whose family receives Aid to Families with Dependent Children liable to

the United States in an amount equal to the welfare payments made to his

family. (This liability would not however, be more than the larger of

50 percent of the absent, parent's income or $50 per month.) In addition,

the bill would make failure too meet support obligations a Federal crime in

the case of absent parents whose families receive welfare payments which

involves any Federal funding.

3. Other Provisions Related to Child Suppori

To aid in locating absent parents, the Finance Committee version of H.R.

1 would make available Federal records such as those of the Internal

Revenue Service and the Social Security Adlitistration. These records would

be available for the support collection efforts of th Attorney General and

of State and local governments. They would also eie 1vailble, at"cost, to

any parent seeking support from an absent father een f tio welfare case

is involved. The bill would also authorize the Attrne Geneial to use

and to make available to the States for child support colection purposes

the services of lawyers from the Legal Services program of the Office of

Economic Opportunity.

The bill provides that where local units of goverrthent carry out the

collection of support they will receive abontzs equal to 25 pecent of the

welfare savings resulting from the collection.

t

x .
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Other features of the child support part of the Finance Committee

bill include authorization for the Department of Health, Education, and

Welfare to underwrite the establishment of laboratories to do the expert

blood typing needed to convincingly establish paternity, making Federal

wages subject to garnishment proceedings when there is a judgment for

child support (whether or not involving a family on welfare), and making

the child support collection mechanism established for families on AFDC

available also (on a cost basis) to families participating in the employ-

ment program.

Food Stamp Cashout

Persons eligible for assistance under the AFDC program would not be

eligible to participate in the food stamp program. The Federal government

would, however, pay 100 percent .of the costs involved if the States elect

to raise their assistance levels to offset the loss of food stamps.

Similarly, families participating in the employment program established by

the bill would be ineligible for food stamps but could receive a cash

equivalent if the State of their residence elects to provide increased

cash assistance to replace food stamps for recipients of AFDC.

Social Serv ces

The Finance Committee version of H.R. 1, in its provisions dealing

with social services, generally follows the provisions agreed upon by the

Conferees on H.R. 14370,. the revenue sharing bill, as described in the

Conference. report: issued on September 26, 1970 (House Report 92-1450 /

Senate Report 92-1229). In general, this provision limits Federal funding
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for social services to $2.5 billion annually with the limit for each State

being its share of the $2.5 billion allocated on the basis of population.

Subject to this limitation, Federal matching for social services would be

provided at the current law rate of 75 percent. The Finance Committee

version of H.R. 1 departs from the provisions of the Conference agreement

on H.R. 14370 only with respect to family planning services for which the

Finance Committee bill provides 100 percent Federal funding on an open-

ended basis.

Other Welfare Provisions

The Finance Committee bill includes a number of other provisions

related to welfare. It increases the authorization for child welfare

services program to $200 million for fiscal 1973 rising to $270 in 1977 and

thereafter. It authorizes Federal funding of a national adoption

information exchange system to help find adoptive homes for hard-to-place

children. Under the bill, the General Accounting Office would be given

the primary role in evaluating Social Security Act programs and its approval

would be required before private contractors could be engaged to make

evaluations costing more than $25,000. Another provision of the bill would

prohibit the use of Federal funds to pay the compensation of any individual

who participates in litigation designed to nullify Congressional statutes

or policy under the Social Security Act. (The Attorney General could waive

this prohibition 60 days after notifying the Committees on Finance and Ways

and Means of his intention to do so.) The bill would make the Administrator

of the Social and Rehabilitation Service subject to appointment by the
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